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he show was more than a regular fashion show in which the models wear the
latest from the designer’s collection.
The actual show was going on even
before the models walked down the catwalk. The
place was subdued with a mellow atmospheric
music playing in a barely audible levels.
The guests to the show started arriving and a sea
of embellished kimonos could be observed. As
soon as the lights dimmed, we knew we were up
for a very special show.
The models appeared and slowly walked down
the catwalk, stopping at different spots in the
runway, slowing turning around as if they were
doing a nicely choreographed act.
Jotaro Saito, the designer chooses to keep a form
of wardrobe that many consider traditional and
he expands onto the garment development and
introduces fabrics and concepts that may be foreign to some.
The Kimono may well represent a traditional wear
that most of us in the West may be familiar with,
that could be the assumption for most of us but
in Japan the kimono can be easily be seen worn
by regular average people that just choose to
wear it as another form of expression.
A Kimono can be used for everyday or special
occasion. The designs are also a reflection of the
times. Jotaro choice of colors, textiles and patterns it’s an indicator that a new generation of
Kimono wearers are being represented.
A Kimono can be worn by a foreigner like myself,
which I was extremely happy to hear as I really
enjoyed the wide diversity of Kimonos in the
show.
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Trend report
The color palette was generous in the shades of blue. Black mixed in yellow, grey
and tan made up a vast array of color combinations. The sumptuous patterns in the
obi fabrics were just mesmerizing, they were either a complete different tone/design
bringing out the difference in patterns or they were a small shade away as a complement to the Kimono look. In the kimono world, one can chose to be subtle or make a
statement.
Innovative ways of textile incorporation give Jotaro Saito 斉藤 上太郎 an incredible
advantage to the cross-over and fusing of the kimono fashion to the new generation
of fashion enthusiast.
Now, the East traditional wear can be brought to the West and blend in with the new.
A way to fuse the old and the new is the new path in the fashion world. Connecting
the dots that make the lines to follow. Gold and Black, prints that resemble art and the
colorful graphics in the textiles make this line very unique.
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Editor’s Note

The fusion of traditional and new makes this

wide range of Kimonos and Coats to choose

collection a representative of our modern

from one doesn’t feel constrained by tradition-

times.

al wear or lack of choices.

A little bit about the old days and a little bit
about the new times make us what we are as

Men have different styles to choose from as

individuals. We choose to be different and at

well, the ‘Hoodie’ Kimono Hakama is one to

the same time to wear something unique.

‘die’ for.

Fortunately, Jotaro Saito understands our

It’s not just a trend, the Kimonos have been

dilemmas in life.

around for centuries as well all know, but to

Jotaro Saito has brought back the Kimono

make them stay and stay in style that is the

to the life of everyday person and he gives us

dilemma that designer Jotaro Saito faces ev-

choices in the aesthetic department. With a

eryday.
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The Look
One of the kimonos featured blossoms and stripes in a black canvas. The obi was gold/bronze
stitching with obidome in turquoise and white.
Next, an ocean blue kimono with undulating patterns like waves in the ocean the graphics were
refreshing. Complete with black and turquoise rhomboid patterned obi. Accessorized with a
golden tone obidome.
Next there was a male kimono in a green/grey fabric with burgundy accent color and brown overcoat.
Later we saw a modernized everyday kimono in black canvas with flower patterns. Styled with fur
shawl and evening handbag/clutch.
Dressing Men and Women Jotairo Saito makes use of traditional techniques in the construction of
the well know kimono and he also incorporates new fabrics such as denim to the collections, giving it a totally revamp effect to the kimono style clothes.
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Like a Butterfly
The final kimono for the show was stripes and floral patterns in a black canvas. The extra long
sleeves were an indication of a formal style, a classic piece to anyone looking for that special
kimono for a formal occasion.
Think, what are the chances anyone else will show up to that special event wearing the same
dress as you. This is a one of a kind type of ready to wear that one must have at some point in
time. If at all, just to admire the intricate flowers make one think of a misty morning in a cherry
blossom spring.
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